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Framework of Theories

In the discussion of the τ-theory [TEEM-2], we have noticed that human beings make artefacts for the sake of
getting desired affordances, called functions, next to using the affordances that they perceive in the (natural or
artificial) things that surround them. In this memorandum, we elaborate the design of artefacts, by introducing
GENERIC GOAL
THEORY CLASS
FUNDAMENTALS
and discussing the β-theory (β is pronounced as BETA, standing for Binding Essence, Technology, and Architecture). It is a theory about the design of systems (as defined by the τ-theory [TEEM-2]), of any category, which
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using the design freedom that is left after all specific requirements are satisfied. In the fields of constructional
building and industrial design, such guidance is called “architecture”. By means of architecture, these designers
are enabled to express a personal or collective vision on the artefact, in such a way that the functionality of the
artefact is emphasised and made apparent, as well as enriched by current cultural values. Therefore, we will explore and elaborate this notion of architecture for the discipline of Enterprise Engineering, instead of joining the
current nonsensical parade of vagueness and ambiguity.
This extended summary presents and discusses the main topics and achievements of the β-theory, including
its relationship with the other enterprise engineering theories, as mentioned in the classification scheme in figure
1.1 (in this scheme, the main influences are from bottom to top).

EE Framework of Theories

Ideological Theories

selecting the things to make
ethical, political, etc. ideas
EE-theories: σ-theory

Technological Theories

designing and making things
analysis and synthesis
EE-theories: β-theory, ν-theory

Ontological Theories

understanding the nature of things and their use by us
explanation and prediction
EE-theories: φ-theory, τ-theory, δ-theory, π-theory, ψ-theory

Philosophical Theories

philosophical foundations
epistemology, mathematics, phenomenology, logic
EE-theories: ω-theory

Figure 1.1 Classification scheme for enterprise engineering theories
The β-theory is a technological theory, which means that it concerns understanding the designing and making
of things. Next to being rooted in the τ-theory, the π-theory, and the ψ-theory, it also builds on [Alexander, 1960]
and [Simon, 1996]. Several parts of the β-theory are extensively discussed in [Dietz, 2006], [Dietz, 2008], and
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[Hoogervorst, 2009], where it is still part of the (former) τ-theory. The β-theory is the main vehicle for properly
addressing the full complexity in the (re)design, (re)engineering and (re)implementation of enterprises.
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2. The Generic System Development Process

action pattern
initiator

From the ψ-theory [TEEM-5] we know that every product is produced in a transaction process between an initiator (the actor who orders the product) and an executor (the actor who is responsible for delivering the product to
the initiator). This process is represented in a comprised way by the organisational building block, as exhibited in
Figure 2.1. Let us analyse the transaction process of a transaction Tn for the case that the product must be made
to order, and that, in addition, it has to be developed from scratch. This holds a.o. for the production of most information systems, both enterprise information systems (EISs) and information systems that are embedded in
technical systems.
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During the proposition phase of a transaction of the kind Tn, the initiator (fulfilling actor role Ak) and the
executor (fulfilling actor role An) come to agreement about the product to be developed. As we know from the τtheory [TEEM-2], the product that is delivered by An is taken by Ak as the function (affordance) it has asked for.
Because the product doesn’t exist yet, the agreement is necessarily based on specifications of the needed function. In accordance with the τ-theory, these specifications are for the largest part functional specifications, but
they may also include constructional ones. Mostly, and certainly if information systems are concerned, the product is not meant to be a personal affordance for the initiator but it is intended to serve the needs of another system (an organisation in case of an EIS and a technical system in case of embedded software). This is illustrated
by the generic system development process (GSDP) [Dietz, 2008], exhibited in Figure 2.2. In this figure, the
object system could be the EIS to be developed, and the using system would then be the organisation that is going to use the services that the EIS can provide, collectively called its functionality.
The complete design process is divided into two, logically consecutive, phases: function design and construction design. Function design consists of selecting a subset from the functional requirements (and the functional
architecture, which will be discussed in Section 4) on which the customer (Ak) and the supplier (An) agree, and
of transforming them into detailed and precise functional specifications. These constitute collectively a blackbox model of the object system, referred to as the object system function in the GSDP. Note that the functional
specifications exclusively regard the functions that the using system expects from the object system once it is
installed and put into
operation.
The construction
of the object system
is largely indifferent
The
System
Development
Process
(2) to the using system.
By definition, functional specifications are expressed in ‘the language’ of the construction of the using system.
To give an example, if the using system is a sales department, a possible affordance expression could be “daily
turnover”. Although one may have an idea about how the product would look like, that is going to be perceived
by the accounting people as the needed daily turnover, the specification of the function doesn’t tell anything
about the construction of the product.
©2011 Jan L.G. Dietz!
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The real creative design phase in the GSDP is construction design, because now the designer has to throw a
The
System
Development
Process
mental bridge between two
different
‘realms’:
the ‘realm’ of the using
system, in (3)
which the function of the object
system is specified, and the ‘realm’ of the object system, in which some construction must be devised that, once
installed and put into operation, is perceived by the using system as the specified functionality. To follow up the
example we used before, one of the products that the sales information system must be able to deliver is the result of some calculation, that could serve as the daily turnover for the sales department.
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Figure 2.3 Generic System Development Process (2)
The construction design phase actually consists of two sub phases: ontological design and implementation
design, which is called “engineering” in most engineering disciplines. This is shown in Figure 2.3. Ontological
design consists of devising the ontological model of the object system, starting from the functional specifications. The ontological model is the highest level construction model of the object system, fully independent of all
implementation details. Implementation design consists of developing the lowest level construction model,
called the implementation model, which is directly implementable given some appropriate technology. This sub
phase starts from the ontological model, and generally comprises the development of a number of intermediate
models, as shown in the picture. The implementation phase of the complete development process consists of
assigning technological means to the elements of the implementation model. In general, a number of alternative
technologies will be available, from which one may choose. As an illustration, Figure 2.4 presents two alternative technologies to implement the single original transaction of withdrawing money from one’s bank account
(Cf. [TEEM-5]).

Figure 2.4 Alternative implementation technologies of a withdrawal transaction
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The left side of Figure 2.3 shows that the using system is also implemented by applying suitable technologies
and that it also has its implementation model and its ontological model. The functional and constructional requirements for the object system are preferably based on the ontological model of the using system, in order to
keep the design of the object system independent of the using system’s implementation. However, this ontological model may not be available, in which case it has to be reconstructed from its implementation model or even
from its implementation. This reconstruction process is called reverse engineering.

3. Developing enterprise information systems
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Instead of trying to explain the GSDP for developing any kind of systems, we choose to take a specific class of
object systems, namely enterprise information systems. The ψ-theory [TEEM-5] tells us that the organisation of
any enterprise consists of three aspect organisations: the B-organisation, the I-organisation, and the Dorganisation. From section 3.2 of TEEM-5 we quote the next definition of an enterprise information system
(EIS): “... it is some implementation of some realisation of the I-organisation of (a part of) the enterprise, and its
supporting D-organisation. This definition shows at once the intrinsic and intensive interweaving of an EIS with
the organisation supports. Therefore, a proper metaphor for an EIS is the nervous system of the human body: it is
intrinsically and intensively interwoven with the body, and it cannot easily be replaced by another one.”
Let us have a closer look at this relationship between an EIS and the organisation it supports, and in particular
at the development of an EIS for a given enterprise, as a special application of the GSDP. To this end, let us first
discuss how the I-organisation of an enterprise can be designed, based on its essential model (a topic that is thoroughly dealt with in [Jong, 2013]). From section 3.2 of TEEM-5 we also quote the next definition of essential
model: “The ontological model of the B-organisation, in which the information sharing services by the supporting I-organisation are modelled as information links between actor roles and transaction kinds (now interpreted
as conceptual containers of C-facts and P-facts in the B-organisation), is called the essential model of (the comsalesand
information
system
plete organisation of) Engineering
the enterprise”. Putthe
differently,
with further reference
to the(2)
ψ-theory, the Iorganisation is the realisation of all informational actions: the remembering of C-facts (including agenda) and Pfacts, the recalling of C-facts and P-facts, and the computation of derived facts. All these actions take place in
informational transactions between B-actors (in their informational shape) and I-actors, and among I-actors. In
order to illustrate this at a concrete example, we take again the sales department (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Designing an enterprise information system
The red colored box at the left side represents the ontological model of the B-organisation of the sales department (the using system). The object system function consists of the specifications of the informational servDevelopment Process slide 30
© 2008 Jan L.G. Dietz
ices thatGeneric
theSystem
B-actors
need. As we have seen, they comprise remembering, recalling and computing
C-facts and
P-facts from the sales B-organisation. The green colored box at the right side represents the ontological model of
the I-organisation of the sales department. This sales I-organisation is a network of informational actor roles and
transaction kinds that, once realised, implemented and put into operation, delivers informational products that
are perceived by the B-actors as the informational services they need. Let us call the implementation model of
the sales I-organisation the sales information system (sales IS). Regardless the implementation technology that is
or will be applied, Figure 3.1 emphasises the intrinsic and intense interweaving of the sales IS with the sales Borganisation that it supports. Conversely, it means that any sales IS, e.g. one bought ‘off the shelve’ or one that is
a configured ERP-system, by definition imposes some ontological model of the B-organisation on the enterprise
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(although it is probably inadequate and incomplete). This theoretical insight has important practical implications.
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Clearly and indisputably, the difference between the three opera houses is in the way in which the design
freedom was used by their (teams of) architects. We leave it to the reader’s knowledge or imagination what the
architects wanted to express in the way they used their design freedom. It is also clear and indisputable that this
is what these architects call “architecture”. Therefore, instead of attempting to invent something new, let us try to
apply this notion of architecture
to the field System
of EE. To thisDevelopment
end, we extend the GSDP
picture in Figure 2.3 to the
The Generic
Process
one that is exhibited in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Generic System Development Process (3)
The figure shows that “architecture” is the collective name for functional and constructional principles. The
functional principles are an additional ‘input’ for the function design phase, next to the functional requirements,
whereas the constructional principles are an additional ‘input’ for the construction design phase, next to the constructional requirements. Consequently, principles must be understood as generic requirements, i.e. requirements
that are not specific for the object system to be designed, but that apply also to other object systems. This is an
important observation. Among other things, it means that one cannot tell from the formulation of a requirement
that it is a ‘real’ (i.e. specific) requirement or a design principle of the applicable architecture. Here are some
examples from the automotive industry:
braking distance within 12 m at 50 km/h
acceleration to 100 km/h within 8 seconds
voice controlled music selection
traffic information must override music
These can be formulations of functional requirements but also of functional principles (but both regard the
stakeholder group “drivers”). The difference between (specific) requirements and (generic) principles is in the
way they are determined. Requirements are determined during the development process of a specific object system. In the automotive industry, the second requirement (braking distance within 12 m at 50 km/h) could be a
specific requirement for a new car model. Principles are determined independent of the design of a particular
object system. Instead, they are determined in a separate and permanent process, which we propose to call “architecturing”. The mentioned requirement (braking distance within 12 m at 50 km/h) could as well be a principle
that holds for all car models, e.g. because of corporate or national safety rules. This brings us to the major
sources of design principles. One of them is the mission and strategy of the enterprise at hand, for example a car
manufacturer. This enterprise may have chosen the safety of cars as a key strategic issue, because it has been
found that most customers give a high value to the experience of safety. The second major source of design prin-
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ciples consists of existing and applicable (mandatory or recommended) laws, norms and standards, which come
from outside the enterprise. The car manufacturer has to decide which laws, norms and standards it wants to
adopt, and consequently have to be translated into design principles. Similarly, the enterprise has to translate the
internal mission and strategy into design principles, so that the car designers can apply them as design principles
during the car development process. Like it is the case for the building industry, aesthetic and cultural considerations may also lead to design principles for car manufacturing. This is the third source of design principles. The
collective design principles, both functional and constructional, that are applied in developing a car model, are
called the architecture of the car model. As said before, we will use the same notion of architecture in developing enterprises and EISs. The only difference may be that in the field of EE aesthetic and cultural considerations
play a lesser role.

5. The Generic Requirements and Architecture Framework
In the previous sections, the GSDP has been presented and discussed, including the role of architecture in the
system development process. These discussions have brought insight in the nature of system development, regardless the system category, although our main interest has been in enterprise information systems. But it has
left open the question how the determination of specific requirements and generic requirements (design principles) can be structured and organised in such a way that it stays manageable. To answer this question, we introduce the Generic Requirements and Architecture Framework (GRAF). The GRAF considers three dimensions
for managing the determination of requirements. The first one is the system kind that a requirement applies to.
Examples of system kinds in EE are B-organisations, I-organisations, and D-organisations. The second dimension is the design domain to which a requirement belongs. Building on the systemic foundations, as discussed in
[TEEM-2], we distinguish between two main domains: function and construction. Systems can be decomposed
in each of these domains. The third dimension we distinguish is the area of concern that is addressed by a requirement. Whereas the first two dimensions are quite stable, the third one reflects the, generally time-dependent,
focal interests of stakeholders. Examples of areas of concern are security, compliance, privacy, agility, and userfriendliness. They divide the total set of requirements into subsets that correspond to the interests of distinct
stakeholders. Note that these subsets need not be disjoint; put differently, areas of concern may overlap. As an
example from the automotive industry, the requirement
traffic information must override music
may address the areas of concern “safety” and “user-friendliness”.
We are now able to provide a more precise definition of the notion of requirement: requirement is a limitation
of the design freedom that regards one system kind and one design domain, while it may address several areas of
concern. This definition holds both for specific and for generic requirements (design principles).
Formally, the GRAF can be defined as a tuple <S,D,A> where:
S:	

 a set of system kinds.
D:	

 a set of design domains.
A:	

 a set of areas of concern.
Examples of system kinds for the discipline of EE are B-organisations, I-organisations, and D-organisations.
So, in a system development process, one would be concerned with an instance of one of these kinds. Regarding
the dimension ‘design domain’, the top division consists of function and construction. However, each of these
domains may be further divided until the level of detail is reached that one considers to be adequate. A practical
guideline for such a subdivision is respectively the functional decomposition and the constructional decomposition that has been made or can be made. Taking the car again as the example system, we have shown a functional
decomposition in Figure 3.2 of [TEEM-2] and a constructional one in Figure 3.1 of the same document. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, these decompositions are repeated. The components are now viewed as functional design domains and constructional design domains respectively.
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Figure 5.1 Functional design domains of a car
Below, we repeat the example functional requirements for a car from section 4. After every requirement, the
system kind (always: car) and the design domain is mentioned:
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braking distance within 12 m at 50 km/h	

 	

acceleration to 100 km/h within 8 seconds	

day/night controlled headlight switching	

 	

traffic information must override music	
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(S = car, D = braking)
(S = car, D = powering)
(S = car, D = headlights)
(S = car, D = audio services)
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Figure 5.2 Constructional design domains of a car
Below, we present some examples of constructional requirements in the automative industry, also with indications of the system kind
and the design domain. Note that slide
one
cannot tell from the formulations
whether these
TEEM pictures
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5
requirements are specific or generic (so being design principles). For their effect on the construction of the car,
the origin doesn’t matter.
TEEM pictures
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the total mass of the car must
be less than 1500
kg	

(S = car,of
D any
= car)organisation
Constructional
decomposition
side impact protection must be placed in the doors	

(S = car, D = body)
grilles must be made of composite matter	

	

	

(S = car, D = body)
enterprise
all lamps must be LEDs	

	

	

 organisation
	

(S = car, D = lamps)
A subset of the constructional requirements regard the user-system interface, thus the means for operating the
system’s ‘leaf’ functions. In operational
the car example, the operating requirements comprise e.g. the accelerator pedal, the
management
facilities
organisation
organisation
organisation
brake pedal and the light switches.
Here are some
examples:
actor facilities organisation

using the brakes must be power assisted	

 	

all light switches must be in one handle	

 	

fuel filling point must be lockable	

	

steering wheel must be adjustable	

	


	

	

	

	


(S = car, D = brake
pedal)
physical
production
facilities organisation
(S = car, D = light
switch)
housing facilities organisation
(S = car, D = body)
(S = car, D = steering wheel)

Examples of actor facilities tasks: employee recruitment, training and rewarding; robot procurement and maintenance
Examples of physical production facilities tasks: machine procurement and maintenance, tools procurement and maintenance,
material supply, energy supply
Examples of housing facilities tasks: procurement and maintenance of buildings, working places, and meeting places
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6. Application of the GRAF to the design of enterprises
In TEEM-2 (the τ-theory) we have discussed the functional decomposition of an enterprise. The example given
there (Figure 7.1) is repeated in Figure 6.1 below, but now the components are called functional design domains.
For each of them generic requirements (architecture principles) and specific requirements can be formulated.
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Figure 6.1 Functional design domains of an enterprise
Below, we provide some example functional requirements for an enterprise’s business. After every requirement, the system kind (always: enterprise) and the design domain is mentioned:
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capability to configure (customised) products	

easy to use ordering and payment services	

easy to use goods return and refund services	

low environmental damaging effect of products	
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(S = enterprise, D = production)
(S = enterprise, D = sales)
(S = enterprise, D = sales)
	

(S = enterprise, D = production)

Constructional decomposition of any organisation
enterprise
organisation

operational
organisation

management
organisation

facilities
organisation
actor facilities organisation
physical production
facilities organisation
housing facilities organisation

Figure 6.2 Constructional design domains of an enterprise
Examples of actor facilities tasks: employee recruitment, training and rewarding; robot procurement and maintenance

Below, weExamples
present
some
examples
ofmachine
constructional
requirements
for organisations,
with indications of the
of physical
production
facilities tasks:
procurement and maintenance,
tools procurement
and maintenance,
material supply, energy supply
system kind and the design domain. Regarding the system kind, we apply the generic partitioning of organisaExamples of housing facilities tasks: procurement and maintenance of buildings, working places, and meeting places
tions that is part of the τ-theory [TEEM-2]. It is reproduced in Figure 6.3. Where one of the partitions is mentioned, we mean to indicate the primary partition. Where “organisation” is mentioned without prefix, all parti©2014 Jan L.G. Dietz
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tions (B-,TEEM
I-,pictures
D- and P-organisation) are meant.
real-time workload distribution	

 	

	

possibility to quickly reconfigure processes	

internet-based communication facilities	

 	

percentage of competent managers ≥ 75	

 	


	

	

	

	


(S = B-organisation, D = operational organisation)
(S = organisation, D = operational organisation)
(S = P-organisation, D = facilities organisation)
(S = B-organisation, D = mgt organisation)
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total
organisation

Borganisation

Iorganisation

product creating

Dorganisation

Porganisation

fact remembering

document archiving

file storing

fact sharing

document providing

file retrieving

fact deriving

document transforming

file transmitting
file copying
file destroying

Every (sub) organisation can be partitioned into four partial organisations:
B-organisation (B from business); the actors in the B-organisation bring about the business services (function) of the organisation.
I-organisation (I from Information); supports the actors in the B-organisation with informational services.
D-organisation (D from Document and Data); supports the actors in the I-organisation with documental or data services.
P-organisation (P from Physical); supports the actors in the D-organisation with physical services;
the production in the P-organisation is technology specific; e.g. ICT.

Figure 6.3 Generic partitioning of an organisation in system kinds

As a final remark, we like to emphasize that we consider the elaboration of enterprises in the GRAF as ‘work
in progress’. At TEEM
thepictures
same time, we feel confident with theslidefirst
steps that are made above. ©2014 Jan L.G. Dietz
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manager

A1
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List of TEEMs (Theories in Enterprise Engineering Memorandum)
TEEM-1: the ω-theory	

(OMEGA: Organisation’s Management, Engineering & Governance Appreciation)
TEEM-2: the τ-theory	

 (TAO: Teleology Across Ontology)
TEEM-3: the δ-theory	

(DELTA: Discrete Event in Linear Time Automaton)
TEEM-4: the φ-theory	

(FI: Fact and Information)
TEEM-5: the ψ-theory	

(PSI: Performance in Social Interaction)
TEEM-6: the σ-theory 	

(SIGMA: Socially Inspired Governance and Management Advancement)
TEEM-7: the π-theory	

(PI: Performance in Interaction)
TEEM-8: the β-theory	

(BETA: Binding Essence to Technology under Architecture)
TEEM-9: the ν-theory 	

(NU: Normalised Unification)
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